great fountain of eternal truth!

Look at it!—If the workingmen wish to see how their rights are protected, they can examine the grounds upon which certain journeymen are tried, as criminals, upon a British law against combination, which law has been repealed in Great Britain itself. Even in that despotic country, meetings of tradesmen, concerning their prices, are no longer unlawful, while here, they are held by our courts as conspiracies. Six industrious and deserving men are put into a box as criminals, and taken from their work, because they insist, just as the lawyers and doctors do, upon not selling their labor under price. Is this equality in administering the law, between a workingman and a lawyer? The learned judge who tries these men has himself belonged to a combination to keep up the prices of lawyers!

Canal Statistics.—Of property on which toll is charged by weight, there arrived at Cleveland, by